ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
High-performance embedded systems are an exploding market, with many applications. These systems often have to deal with very stringent performance (both speed as well as area and power) constraints. Hence, their design is a real challenge, especially in the context of current time to market pressure. Automating the design requires that (i) the application is specified at a high level through standard languages (such as C or MATLAB), (ii) the generated system is formally correct with respect to the initial specification, and (iii) the design tool is flexible enough to allow a relatively wide user-driven design-space exploration. 
Processors
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Critical portions of embedded applications often consist of regular computations generally expressed as nested loops. Hence, the ability to compile loops to specialized parallel circuits should help attain the above objectives and meet performance and power consumption constraints. Several such tools exist in the research community some of which have reached a relative maturity [l, 51. These tools act as specialized silicon compilers: they generate a structural description (RTL level) of a regular (systolic) array and its associated control from a loop description expressed in a high level specification language. The RTL description can then be used by standard CAD tools to target either an ASIC Choosing an adequate target technology is not straightforward. Although some applications still require an ASIC implementation, the advent of dense and cheap FPGAS has made them a viable alternative. However, FPGAS are not as efficient as ASICS, leading to disappointing performance. This is especially true when operations involved in the loop are complex and/or numerous: since traditional array synthesis algorithms implement the loop body as a combinational data-path, the critical path of the resulting design tends to be large, leading to low clock frequency.
However, it is also well known that hand tuned FPGA designs can compete and sometimes even beat ASIC implementations (see [7] ). These high performance designs usually take advantage of very fine grain parallelism for which recent FPGA architectures are very well suited: large number of flip-flops, and programmable delay-lines with small area cost. By exploiting similar techniques, we may expect to improve F P G A processing power by pipelining the internal PE structure, so that performance would benefit from intra as well as inter PE parallelism. Our objective is thus to provide tools which will automatically transform a given processor array architecture to take advantage of fine grain pipeline, while preserving its functionality.
In this paper, we propose high-level architectural transformations, which enable very fine grain pipelining in processor arrays. We also propose a heuristic to choose the transformation parameters. Since our transformations are based on the formal foundations of space-time mappings, we can ensure their correctness and incorporate them at a higher level of the design flow, within an array synthesis tool. Our approach is validated experimentally on several examples and shows very encouraging results.
or an FPGA.
BACKGROUND
We now recap the techniques of array processor synthesis, develop some constraints that we impose on the derived architecture and the corresponding transformations. In doing so we also introduce our notations and conventions.
Loop parallelization
We only consider a restricted class of loop nests, for which well established methodologies exist. Specifically, we assume perfectly nested loops with uniform flow dependences and statically known bounds. Let I denote the loop domain defined by a set of linear inequalities. Let Note that for each dependence, dk, the vector 7r& gives the corresponding interconnection link in the architecture and ~d k gives its associated delay (in terms of clock cycles). In addition to the standard constraints described above, we impose two restrictions over 7r and ? (for a formal justification please refer to the extented version of this paper
The allocation function assigns iteration 5 ' to a PE i [lo] . I -1
Resulting hardware characteristics
The scheduling and allocation functions yield a processor array where each PE consists of a data-path connected to a set of registers (see Fig. 1 which we shall use as a running example). There are two types of registers in the PE. When a register drives both a local (Le, temporal) register and a neighboring PE, It can be considered as both spatial and temporal. In such a case we choose to duplicate this register (by means of retiming) such that the resulting registers are either spatzal or temporal but not both (see figure
The data-path is modeled as a directed acyclic graph of combinational operators, and performs the computations associated with the loop body. It contains n different types of paths ( n being the loop dimension).
1).
0 A spatial path in the zth dimension (z = 1 . . . n -1) is a path starting from any register output or PE input, and driving a spatial register in this dimension. 0 A temporal path (i.e., a path in the n-th or the time dimension) is a path starting from any register output or PE input and driving a temporal register.
Note that it is the register at the end of the path that determines its dimension.
Improving Array performance
Obviously, a large combinational path in the data-path is a performance bottleneck, especially for floating point implementations, where FPGAs clock speed implementations can not go beyond 12MHz, although conventional microprocessors attain GHz frequencies. We therefore seek to to pipeline our data-path whenever possible. There are three reasons for this: (i) we expect significant gains in clock speed, (ii) FPGA register resources are generally underutilized, and (iii) in our context, we expect to pipeline aggressively, and tuned to the application at hand. The pipelining is achieved by "retiming", a technique originally introduced by Leiserson and Saxe [2] . It is a synchronous circuit transformation preserving the behavior of the design while permitting to reorganize the registers of the circuit.
Our goal is here to increase the array achievable clock frequency through retiming. We assume that the PE data-path is represented as a net-list of standard FPGA combinational primitives (each with a predefined delay), so that we can estimate the delay along all combinational paths. Since interconnect delay cannot be estimated prior to the place and route phase, we base our delay estimation on the number of combinational primitives in a path. As in Section 2.2, we partition the PE paths into n subsets, one per dimension. If we can arbitrarily increase the number of its registers in any dimension, we can pipeline this large combinational path to an arbitrary degree. Of course, the more the registers that we create in a given dimension, the smaller will be the final critical path.
TRANSFORMATIONS
We now present two space-time transformations (skewing and serialization) which allow us to tune the number of registers in the various paths of the PE architecture by affecting both the scheduling and mapping functions.
Skewing
The skewing transformation increases latency between iterations mapped to neighboring PES. Since this additional latency materializes as registers, which can be used for retiming, we can expect this transformation to allow some clock speed improvement.
The skewing transformation is specified by a vector 7, its component A, being the latency between computations mapped to neighboring PES along the ith processor index axis;
The modified schedule is then given below. Note that this transformation is only va5d for arrays with unidirectional connections (i.e., where 7 r . d k > 0, the restriction we imposed in 2.1).
It is easy to show that after skewing, a spatial register along a given processor axis i is appended at its input by A, temporal registers. This transformation hence increases the number of registers associated with all original spatial paths. However, skewing does not affect temporal registers, hence in architectures with temporal loops, skewing alone cannot provide registers at appropriate places for retiming. An example of skewing is shown figure 2.b.
Serialization (Clustering)
The serialization transformation is well known spacetime transformation that has been widely studied [3, 4, 6, 111. As opposed to classic systolic synthesis, it is non-linear. The key idea is to group PES derived from the systolisation process into "clusters" in which the original PE'S iterations are performed sequentially. The virtual array obtained from the systolisation is hence transformed into a smaller physical array.
Serialization has been used for parallelizing loops on fixed size arrays [6] Clustering consists of two coupled sub-problems (i) defining the cluster geometry (ii) specifying the schedule within and between clusters. In the scope of this paper, to ease the derivation and to simplify the control of the serialized architecture, we choose rectangular cluster shape with edges parallel to the communication channels. Once the cluster geometry is set, iterations within this cluster have to be scheduled. Finding the optimal schedule within a cluster has been studied by several authors, either in the scope of resource constraints (minimizing memory requirements, adequate use of functional units [ll]) or to provide simple control logic while preserving the scheduling efficiency [4] . To ease the derivation of the clustered architecture (and hence be able to predict the number and position of all registers), we restrict ourselves to simple scheduling, knowing that (i) cluster boundaries are parallel to the processor space index axes, and (ii) all virtual PES (i.e., before clustering) are active in a given clock cycle.
For active clustering, these concerns are not relevant. We therefore use a very simple local schedule: iterations are executed in an axis-major order as if our p-dimensional clustering consisted of a sequence of uni-dimensional serializations along each dimension of the cluster. Of course, since such serializations are quasi-linear transformations, the order in which they are performed is crucial.
To determine the resulting architecture, we just need to understand the impact of a serialization along a given cluster axis. The following rules which can be used to build a serialized architecture 0 All temporal registers are duplicated by a factor 0%.
The number of registers associated with the temporal paths (i.e., the depth of the delay line driven by the path output) is thus increased.
0 If serialization is done along ith processor axis, feed back loops (and their associated multiplexers) are created (as shown in figure 2 .b) for all spatial registers along the corresponding dimension.
0 The control logic commanding the feed-back loop multiplexer associated to dimension i hence simply consists of a periodically active signal (the signal period is a simple function of the order of serializations and the cluster dimensions).
Combining all transformations
It is possible to apply these transformations in any order and along any space dimension. However the order in which they are applied has a strong impact on the resulting architecture. This is easy to understand: skewing adds temporal registers in all spatial paths, and serialization duplicates these temporal registers. If skewing is performed before serialization its additional registers will be duplicated by serialization, if skewing is performed after serialization, its additional register will not get affected. This leads to the following transformation rules for a p = n -1 dimensional processor space.
A skewing transformation performed along ith cluster axis induces X i additional temporal registers on all paths in the ith processor space axis. These additional registers (which are temporal) will hence be duplicated by all subsequent serializations. Assuming that all serializations are performed in the lexicographic order of the PE space (starting with dimension k ), we can write the succession of serializations as U k ; ~k +~, . . . , a p . Since all the temporal registers due to skewing will be duplicated by each subsequent serialization, the number of registers generated in the final architecture is XilT:=,ui (see figure 3 .a for the impact of a skewing with X j = 1, and figures 3.b and 3.c for the effect of subsequent Serializations).
A serialization transformation along the ith cluster axis has two effects: (i) it duplicates all temporal registers by the serialization factor ui, and (ii) it creates feed-back loops (with one temporal register a.nd a multiplexer) for all spatial paths along the ith processor axis. These temporal registers will not be affected by subsequent skewing, but they will be duplica.ted by all In other words, since IIF=kgi denotes the delayline depth associated with these registers, the number of registers that can be used for pipelining is then min(IIbkui, Xi) (see figure 3 .e for the skewing and 3.f for the register factorization).
We now describe some of our assumptions about the order of application of our transformations. First, we will make a distinction between two kinds of skewing. Let denote a dimension-i skewing operation performed just before the ui transformation and Ayst denote a skewing operation performed after all serializations. We impose the following restrictions.'
1. We choose a sequence of axes in the processor space, and for each dimension i in this sequence we execute a pre-a skewing Ay", followed by the 0% transformation.
2.
After step 1 is executed for all dimensions, we perform a succession of post-a skewings by Xrost for each dimension 2 .
We now express the number of registers available for pipelining in each dimension: after all the serialization steps, all our initial temporal paths now have lTf='=,a, available registers.
We can also formulate the number of registers on the ith spatial path: (i) the combination of pre-u skew Xp'" and all its subsequent serializations provides Xp'elIE=iak additional registers along ith spatial axis (ii) the post-a skew AYost provides Xfost registers, from which only min(IIE=i+luk, A:ost) can be used for pipelining. The number of registers along spatial axis i is then x ;~"~T E = , u~ + min(rI;=z+lUkr ,Post).
Choice of tranformations
There is considerable freedom in choosing the order and parameters of the transformations, and we seek one which satisfies the constraints for a given desired throughput. Although several transformations may satisfy these constraints, they are not necessarily equivalent in terms of total register cost. In this paper we use simple pragmatic heuristic to determine a satisfactory, but not necessarily optimal solution. Let d, denote the given constraints on the minimum number of pipeline stage along dimension i ( with d, for the temporal dimesion).
Generally the cluster dimensions are either set to specific values or (more generally) have lower bounds, so that they can match external (eg. bandwidth and resource) constraints. Hence we will assume that the cluster dimensions are given and are chosen such that II;='=,ui > d,. The problem is then to choose (i) the order of serializations, and (ii) the values of X~e , X~o s t .
For (i), we propose the following: sort space indices in the decreasing order of T p a t h , and execute the serializations according to this order. This allows the most critical spatial path to benefit most from the additional registers provided by the subsequent Serializations. 
Example
To illustrate the transformation flow, consider the PE whose architecture is shown in figure 2 . Assume that we need t o meet the following set of inequality constraints over the number of registers required along each dimension of its datapath. We set d3 > 4 (4 stages along the temporal axis), d l > 5 (5 stages along processor axis i) and dz > 6 (6 stages along processor axis j ) . Given these constraints, the next step is to choose the cluster size. In our case we will only consider constraints over the clock period, hence any cluster shape should be valid provided that the constraint on the number of registers in the temporal paths is satisfied (in other words, d3 2 4 stages with aiaj = d3). To keep our choice simple we will take ai = 2 and uj = 2. Since the number of required stages along j axis dominates that for i axis, serialization along j is performed before i. Let us determine our transformation parameters:
0 For axis 7, we have I I~= 2 + l u k = 2. Since we need at least 6 stages along this dimension, we need a preserialization skewing transformation. Our heuristic gives us the following values: Ayre = = 2 and AP""t = 0.
For axis
, there are no subsequent serializations.
Since we need at least 5 pipeline stages along this dimension, we need both a pre and post-skewing transformation along axis 7 to provide additional registers.
We then have APT. = = 1 and ABost = 1.
Our resulting architecture is shown in figure 3 .f, we see that in all dimensions, the number of registers available for pipeline matches our requirements. The data-path can hence now be pipelined using a retiming tool to move these registers so that the global critical path is reduced down to the estimated target clock period.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Given our framework to exploit fine grain parallelism in processor array compilation, we must study experimentally how these transformations effectively impact (i) clock speed, and (ii) area. To do so, we took several loop nest examples and applied our transformations on them, and then used existing retiming capabilities of commercial CAD tools (Synopsys FPGA compiler 11). All PE architectures were described in standard synthesizable VHDL, either using available existing IP modules or the CAD tool arithmetic inference capabilities (as for integer operations). The following loop examples were used as benchmarks. A key hypothesis in our work is that the area overhead caused by the additional pipeline registers will not impact the total area too strongly. We propose to experimentally validate this hypothesis, by observing the relation between (i) pipeline level, (ii) maximum operating frequency, (iii) PE area cost and (iv) overall raw performance improvement. Our target architecture is a VirtexE-8 from Xilinx. Results, in terms of area use (Virtex Slices) and achievable clock period (in MHz) are those predicted by Xilinx place and route tools and are shown in figure 4 . 
Area/Clock speed trade-off
Our goal here is to quantify the effective performance improvement induced by our transformation. Specifically, we have shown that deep pipelining requires a lot of registers, which will use more of the available real estate. This leads to a trade-off between area and clock speed: the more registers we use, the better is the clock speed, but the fewer are the PES that we can fit on the reconfigurable resource. The area overhead due to the pipeline registers is difficult to evaluate analytically, and quantifying the effective performance improvement is not trivial.
In the scope of systolic array implementations, we consider that the array performance is mostly dictated by two parameters: (i) n p E s the number of PES in the array (i.e., the degree of parallelism) (ii) fc, the PE speed. We introduce a raw performance metric p = f c n p E , for our architecture. Since n P E is roughly inversely proportional to the PE area (we have n p E NN -1 where A P E is the PE area cost and /Ifpsa the target FPGA density), we can also estimate the raw performance by using 6 M f,A,L, where APE is the area cost of the transformed PE. Our results are shown in figure   4 . It appears that the raw performance is improved (up to an order of magnitude for complex data-path) but there is also noticeable gain for simpler ones (between 50 to 100%).
We also observed that even by providing a large number of registers, the maximum achievable clock frequency is very dependent on the complexity and regularity of the datapath. We could not get more than 50MHz for a floating point DLMS, while we almost reached 120MHz for a 16 bit integer Matrix multiplication cell. These figures are of course to be compared to the bound for the internal frequency of the target FPGA (130 hIHz, as per the device data-sheet).
Performance limitations
From our experiments, it seems that two factors limit the benefit of using very fine grain parallelism (in other words pipelining down to the logic cell level).
First, it seems that the commercial retiming tool we have been using during our experimentations does not try to reduce the critical path below 5 logic levels. This poses bounds over the minimum achievable combinational path within a pipeline stage, and prevents us from fully exploring the trade-off between area, routability and clock speed for very fine grain pipelined designs. Note that this is a limitation inherent to the CAD tool itself, which could be bypassed, either by using other tools, or by implementing a custom retimer. able clock period. Depending on the regularity (and complexity of the data-path) they represent between 30% (for a 8-bits integer matrix multiplication) and 80% (DLMS with floating point data) of the critical path delay. Since retiming only operates on the combinational delay elements of the path, it cannot take into consideration the impact routing delays. This poses the question of the efficiency of existing retiming algorithm with respect to modern FPGA architectures, in which routing delays are likely to become the performance bottleneck.
Second, routing delays severely impact the minimum achiev-
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we provided a framework to allow automatic and efficient integration of pipelined data-path for processor array synthesis tools. This framework is based on well-established space-time transformations which ensure the correctness of the pipelined circuit. Although this transformation is not restricted to FPGA implementations, we observed that these types of architectures are very well suited to such transformations which can increase the raw-power of the synthesized architecture by factors up to 6.
Although the results are very encouraging we believe that there is need to further explore the trade-off involved with very fine grain pipelined designs. Specifically since routing delay is likely to have a major influence on such designs, we believe that there is some need for a layout-aware retiming tool which would be able to compensate the routing influence by exploiting placement information. This is the subject of our ongoing investigations.
